
2021 Gardening in the Northern Neck Evaluation and Comment Summary 

 

Q1 - Please rate your satisfaction with the event speakers. 5 – very satisfied to 1 - completely dissatisfied 

 

Average rating: 4.7 

Answer % Count 

5 71.43% 45 

4 25.40% 16 

3 3.17% 2 

2 0.00% 0 

1 0.00% 0 

Total 100% 63 

  



Q2 - Please rate your satisfaction with the quality of the sessions. 5 – very satisfied to 1 - completely dissatisfied 

 

Average rating: 4.7 

Answer % Count 

5 69.84% 44 

4 28.57% 18 

3 1.59% 1 

2 0.00% 0 

1 0.00% 0 

Total 100% 63 

  



Q3 - Please rate your satisfaction with the number of sessions offered. 5 – very satisfied to 1 - completely dissatisfied 

 

Average rating: 4.8 

 

 

Answer % Count 

5 84.13% 53 

4 15.87% 10 

3 0.00% 0 

2 0.00% 0 

1 0.00% 0 

Total 100% 63 

  



Q4 - Please rate your satisfaction with the duration of the event. 5 – very satisfied to 1 - completely dissatisfied 

 

 

Average rating: 4.9 

 

 

Answer % Count 

5 85.71% 54 

4 14.29% 9 

3 0.00% 0 

2 0.00% 0 

1 0.00% 0 

Total 100% 63 

  



Do you have any comments or suggestions on improving Gardening in the Northern Neck? 

Hate Zoom....only because I learned so much from other participants at the 2019 Seminar!  But other than that, I so appreciate everyone's work to bring 
the Zoom program together!! 

Great program 

Great program 

The PowerPoint featuring your garden projects was a nice addition to the lunch break. 

What I loved the most is that it applied to anyone and stressed sustainable habitate. 

It was very good.  All three gave me great ideas and useful info.  Thank you.  As the attendee with likely the least knowledge of gardening, I have some 
items of constructive (I hope) criticism:  a) showing me a picture of a plant and stating the Latin name is not helpful for me.  A better way for me would be 
to put both the common and Latin name on the PPT.  This "miss" was especially prevalent in the last one. Call me on 919-414-9608 if you want the other 2 
items I have.. 

Walk the talk! Get local gardeners! 

Just a great seminar - thank you so much! 

Excellent seminar, topic was very appropriate for our current environment! 

What a wonderful seminar!!!  I learned so many "jewels" and keep replaying certain points as I gardened this weekend.  I am so glad to know there are 
alternatives to live together with the animals and insects on my property.  Thank you! 

Had more to say! Also miss the camaraderie, great vendors, & yummy lunches,& displays! 

I can HARDLY wait. to get back to the "In Person" Seminars! The speakers were good, but I miss the 

Once again, GNN knocked it out of the park!  The speakers were engaging and provided lots of practical advice that we can all go outside and use today.  
Each speaker built on the foundation laid on the one before.  Beautifully done and just long enough so we had time to run outside and get to work on 
putting their ideas into practice. 

The program was excellent. Break times just right!  Thank you, Mercer O'Hara 

No, you did a great job! 

Wonderful job, no technical difficulties, great slide show during lunch.  Only drawback was not having plants and books to buy. 

I appreciated having the name of the plant on the screen with the photograph of the plant during the presentation/power point 

Thank you for a most informative Session. I have lived in The Northern Neck for 20+years during the summers only. I have read every year about this 
wonderful Seminar and have never been able to attend as I am in Florida every winter. This year I was so excited to attend made possible by ZOOM. 
Please continue to have it on ZOOM. It affords a larger audience. I was thrilled to be in attendance !!! 



Excellent topics and presenters!  This was an invigorating experience and has challenged me as a gardener.  Bravo!!! 

For the cost, this was an exceptional event.  Thank you. 

What an absolutely delightful way to spend a cold and windy day listening to wonderful speakers. The topics were all close to my heart as I garden with 
the thought of caring for the creatures that also live around and with us. I learned some valuable tips today on how to be a more caring gardener! 

I loved the topic.  Would have liked for the last speaker, Vincent Simeone to have added the plant names to his slides.  Thanks for a very educational 
program. 

Although your program was shorter than many out there, i am finding that too many hours of ZOOM in a row is tiring and can feel overwhelming. The day 
was almost perfectly planned. Wishing there were recordings to view... so notetaking could happen better, but you all always do a great job and i look 
forward to the friendly, face-to-face sharing times in the future. 

I thought for a first on-line event it was spectacular 

Thank you so much for making this wonderful seminar available via zoom. It was quite timely; we have started growing vegetables during the pandemic 
and will put the information to use in our yard. 

Just continue getting such great speakers 

Looking forward to 2022! 

An excellent program!  Cudos to the planning team?  Betty 

You did a MASTERful (!) job of offering us a great gardening tutorial, in spite of the pandemic!  Kudos to everyone!  Thank you!! 

Thank you for setting up the zoom 

Thank you very much for having this seminar! I have learned so much and my wheels are turning! Looking forward to putting all the material into action. 

Vinnie had lots of suggestions, but I couldn't write them down fast enough.  All 3 assumed we were very familiar with complex plant names.  I'm still 
waiting for the slides/notes from 2nd and 3rd speakers.  I would loved to have the notes first, so I did use so much effort trying to write down names that 
are on the slides.  Vinnie didn't even have the names written on slides. 

Third talk was somewhat repetitive of the first two which enough of a difference to work for me. Third felt like a rehash until nearly the end 

Seek speakers who talk about different aspects of the subject.  The information was all good and not too repetitive, but all seemed to be the same theme.  
I did learn a lot and will put it to use. 

Second speaker best. Slides often unreadable on computer screen. I would try to do it as 45 minute sessions, finish before lunch. 

Too much preliminary info in introduction & initial remarks of Mr. Simeone.  Second speaker my favorite: good mix of info, humor. First speaker also 

I enjoyed Brie Arthur's presentation and felt that she provided lots of useful information.  Nancy Larson provided good information too.  I didn't get as 
much useful information from Vincent Simeone's presentation.  It seemed to be the same information that was presented by others. 

 


